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Dairy
40 lb. blocks  $1.5585 $1.583 ($0.0245)

Seasonally expanding milk and dairy product output 
are likely to temper any upside in cheese prices in the 
coming weeks. Yet, solid exports are likely to temper 
the downside risk for cheese.
Beef

Retailers are planning to actively feature beef  shortly. 
Over the last four weeks, total beef  shipments were 
the biggest for any four-week period since last 
September. Solid retail demand should support beef  
prices in the coming weeks.

Price      Last Month                     Diff

50% Trimming  $0.901  $0.842 $0.059
 Price                     Last Month                    Diff

Poultry
Wing (Jumbo) $1.471 $1.500 ($0.029)

Chicken output for the week ending March 24th fell 
2.1% from the prior week but was up .6% from the 
same week in 2017. Recently rising corn and soybean 
meal prices could temper chicken output growth later 
this year. 

Price       Last Month                    Diff

The $1.3 Trillion Dollar spending bill has passed 
and will fund the government for another six 
months.  The 2,300-page bill dictates govern-
mental spending for the near future and covers 
everything from Defense to Community Devel-
opment, to… you guessed it – Restaurants.  The 
bill both included and excluded important rules 
that could affect how you run your business. 
 
The Omnibus Spending Bill received positive 

reviews for including several paragraphs 
dictating the new regulations around 

tip pooling, but failed to 
include the ‘No Common-
Sense Nutrition Disclosure 
Act’ which would have 
overturned the strict 
one-size-fits-all FDA nutri-
tional labeling regulations 
that are estimated to cost 
small business in excess of  

Omnibus Spending Bill – 
What it could mean for you

By Daniel Thor, Director of Marketing 

Pizza Expo 2018
By Peter Thor, President, Bellissimo Foods

Marketupdate

Pizza Expo Las Vegas 2018 was an exciting but different show! Many new things to 
see and do. For the many of  you who did not attend but are curious, this article is 
for you.  Pizza Expo is first and foremost a pizza product and company showcase. 
The event is an exciting kaleidoscope of  color, sound, and smell from hundreds of  
vendors, all vying for attention. It is a three day show and, if  there for the first time, 
one could literally spend three days exploring and meeting the many exhibitors. 

Bellissimo is a primary sponsor of  the Expo and has a large multi-position booth 
area towards the front of  the show where attendees enter.  (see picture below).  
Bellissimo’s primary objective as a sponsor is to showcase our many products and 
speak directly with customers, both current and prospective.  A great effort is also 
spent answering product questions and service options for restaurateurs.  Our 
exhibit also enables us to see many of  our distributors and serve as a meeting place 
and coordinative center for our distributors and their customers.  Finally, a terrific 
opportunity to catch up with friends and associates where we all have in common… 
pizza!

The show has three primary groups in attendance. Ostensibly it is for the pizza opera-
tor to come and see products and processes they may be unfamiliar with.  Toward that 
objective, the Expo organizers organize pre-show educational options and demon-
strations of  various pizza related activities during the show.  Most experienced opera-
tors find the educational parts redundant, but for new or expanding operators there 
are a range of  experts to listen to and potential consultants to hire.  
 
All of  the large and well-known brands in the industry are represented, but much of  
the opportunity lies in discovery of  “what’s new”.  Toward that end, all exhibitors 
showcase their new and most popular products.  Smart operators take advantage of  
product experts on hand to answer ingredient and usage questions; and solicit menu 
ideas.  This year the most prevalent themes seemed to be “natural” and “locally 
sourced”, though “gluten free” and “organic” were well represented. 

Common to all Pizza Expos are the generous sampling regimes offered by exhibitors. 
The opportunity to directly compare products sold by different companies is a rare 
and unique experience. Some of  the subtle differences in sizing and consistency are 
only realized through direct product cutting. So too are differences in preparation and 
cooking equipment.

While stalwart exhibitors showcase year after year, the most interesting discoveries can 
be found in what is new.  The 2018 Pizza Expo had a lot that was different, and not 
necessarily all good. Definitely different in 2018 was a broader and more diverse group 
of  suppliers.  In addition to the multitude of  food and basic equipment vendors, 2018 
introduced a heavy range of  software and service providers.  Industries like insurance, 
shipping, financing, and HR solutions were all in attendance. Breadth of  products and 
industries were definitely greater.

On a less positive note, the number of  vendors and the organization seemed haphaz-
ard without organization by type. Unlike some larger international shows which 
separate equipment and food sections, the geographic organization made navigation 
through the show difficult unless one knew a company name or booth number. 
Layout of  the show floor made navigation difficult as it was bisected by grandstand 
demonstration areas. 

Attendance was very good and exhibitors including Bellissimo were pleased with the 
quality of  attendees at the show. Until the third day, attendance was strong and there 
was a good vibe of  activity. Toward the end of  the third day, the serious buyers were 
gone, and scavengers seemed pervasive. We would strongly encourage the Pizza Expo 
organizers to put more effort into food bank or other donation options which could 
provide much needed food and other donations in the hands of  worthy charities. 

We always welcome facetime with operators where we learn of  the creative ways they 
use and serve Bellissimo products.  We also love to hear about the terrific service and 
loyalty they have toward our in-market local distributors.  The more than 500 custom-
ers who attended Bellissimo’s “Customer Appreciation” reception on Tuesday 
evening showed once again that it was THE PLACE TO BE in Las Vegas.  If  you 
were there, we thank you for your loyalty to Bellissimo products. If  you missed it, we 
hope to see you next year!

$1 billion. 
 
Tip Pooling: The recently passed federal spending bill has included 
verbiage prohibiting tip-pooling by management/ ownership, or the 
sharing and distribution of  tips to anyone other than paid staff.  This 
reversed the 2011 regulation requiring tips to only be shared with 
“employees who customarily and regularly receive tips” excluding 
both front hostess, bussers, and cooks.  While this might dissolve the 
general ‘tip theft’ argument, it doesn’t take into consideration those 
owners & managers that routinely work tables, take orders, or any 
other job task that might normally be expectant of  a tip. Depending 
on what your tip system is, whether it’s a form of  common tip pool-
ing, or a tip jar, you might need to re-think how the money is divided 
up, and don’t be surprised if  you are left out.  

No Common-Sense Act:  The bill unfortunately left out the “No 
Common-Sense Nutrition Disclosure Act” which was introduced in 
2017 and took into account establishments that offered, ‘different 
flavors, varieties, or combinations’ which is in line with the majority of  
pizza serving restaurants in the United States.  The exclusion of  this 
bill means that current FDA rules will stand.  Current FDA rules 
require food stores with more than 20 locations to have menu boards 
with nutritional information on display by May 7, 2018.  Particularly 
hurt is pizzerias where “Section 101.11(b)(2)(i)(A)(5)(ii) specifies that 
the calories must be separately declared for each topping listed on the 
menu or menu board (e.g., pepperoni, sausage, green peppers, onions 
on pizza…), and the menu or menu board must specify that the 
calories are added to the calories contained in the basic preparation of  
the menu item. For example:

For a normal pizzeria with thousands of  different combinations 
possible per pie, the requirement becomes a nightmare task to under-
take.  If  you want more information on the FDA’s rulings, please visit 
www.fda.gov.  

While the government is functioning again, those chains with 20+ 
stores have a lot of  work ahead of  them.  For everyone else, make sure 
you are keeping up with the latest regulations in the industry.  It might 
only be a matter of  time before regulations such as these are a univer-
sal requirement.  If  you need any help or insight, please contact your 
local Bellissimo Distributor.  
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We understand you have personalized needs and are here to help you 

find or create just the right topping. We’ve spent decades perfecting  

the craft of our meat toppings. For us, it’s not just a job, it’s a passion.

Let’s start with a sample at BurkeCorp.com

©2017 Burke Corporation. All rights reserved. 

EXPERTLY   EXACTLY WHAT    NEED.™

Omnibus Spending Bill - CONT.

BELLISSIMO GOLD MOZZARELLA

$1 billion. 
 
Tip Pooling: �e recently passed federal spending bill has included 
verbiage prohibiting tip-pooling by management/ownership, or the 
sharing and distribution of tips to anyone other than paid sta�.  
�is reversed the 2011 regulation requiring tips to only be shared 
with “employees who customarily and regularly receive tips” exclud-
ing both front hostess, bussers, and cooks.  While this might 
dissolve the general ‘tip theft’ argument, it doesn’t take into consid-
eration those owners & managers that routinely work tables, take 
orders, or perform any other job task that might normally be 
expectant of a tip. Depending on what your tip system is, whether 
it’s a form of common tip pooling, or a tip jar, you might need to 
re-think how the money is divided up, and don’t be surprised if you 
are left out.  

No Common-Sense Act:  �e bill unfortunately left out the “No 
Common-Sense Nutrition Disclosure Act” which was introduced 
in 2017 and took into account establishments that o�ered, ‘di�er-
ent �avors, varieties, or combinations’ which is in line with the 
majority of pizza serving restaurants in the United States.  �e 
exclusion of this bill means that current FDA rules will stand.  Cur-
rent FDA rules require food stores with more than 20 locations to 
have menu boards with nutritional information on display by May 
7, 2018.  Particularly hurt is pizzerias where Section 
101.11(b)(2)(i)(A)(5)(ii) speci�es that, “the calories must be 
separately declared for each topping listed on the menu or menu 
board (e.g., pepperoni, sausage, green peppers, onions on pizza…)”, 
and the menu or menu board must specify that the calories are 
added to the calories contained in the basic preparation of the menu 
item.  For example:

For a normal pizzeria with thousands of di�erent combinations 
possible per pie, the requirement becomes a nightmare task to 
undertake.  If you want more information on the FDA’s rulings, 
please visit www.fda.gov.  

While the government is functioning again, those chains with 20+ 
stores have a lot of work ahead of them.  For everyone else, make 
sure you are keeping up with the latest regulations in the industry.  
It might only be a matter of time before regulations such as these are 
a universal requirement.  If you need any help or insight, please 
contact your local Bellissimo Distributor.  
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The show has three primary groups in attendance. Ostensibly it is 
for the pizza operator to come and see products and processes 
they may be unfamiliar with.  Toward that objective, the Expo 
organizers organize pre-show educational options and demonstra-
tions of  various pizza related activities during the show.  Most 
experienced operators find the educational parts redundant, but 
for new or expanding operators there are a range of  experts to 
listen to and potential consultants to hire.  
 
All of  the large and well-known brands in the industry are repre-
sented, but much of  the opportunity lies in discovery of  “what’s 
new”.  Toward that end, all exhibitors showcase their new and 
most popular products.  Smart operators take advantage of  prod-
uct experts on hand to answer ingredient and usage questions; and 
solicit menu ideas.  This year the most prevalent themes seemed to 
be “natural” and “locally sourced”, though “gluten free” and 
“organic” were well represented. 

Common to all Pizza Expos are the generous sampling regimes 
offered by exhibitors. The opportunity to directly compare prod-
ucts sold by different companies is a rare and unique experience. 
Some of  the subtle differences in sizing and consistency are only 
realized through direct product cutting. So too are differences in 
preparation and cooking equipment.

While stalwart exhibitors showcase year after year, the most inter-
esting discoveries can be found in what is new.  The 2018 Pizza 
Expo had a lot that was different, and not necessarily all good. 
Definitely different in 2018 was a broader and more diverse group 
of  suppliers.  In addition to the multitude of  food and basic equip-
ment vendors, 2018 introduced a heavy range of  software and 
service providers.  Industries like insurance, shipping, financing, 
and HR solutions were all in attendance. Breadth of  products and 
industries were definitely greater.

On a less positive note, the number of  vendors and the organiza-
tion seemed haphazard without organization by type. Unlike some 
larger international shows which separate equipment and food 
sections, the geographic organization made navigation through 
the show difficult unless one knew a company name or booth 
number. Layout of  the show floor made navigation difficult as it 
was bisected by grandstand demonstration areas. 

Attendance was very good and exhibitors including Bellissimo 
were pleased with the quality of  attendees at the show. Until the 
third day, attendance was strong and there was a good vibe of  
activity. Toward the end of  the third day, the serious buyers were 
gone, and scavengers seemed pervasive. We would strongly 
encourage the Pizza Expo organizers to put more effort into food 
bank or other donation options which could provide much needed 
food and other donations in the hands of  worthy charities. 

We always welcome facetime with operators where we learn of  the 
creative ways they use and serve Bellissimo products.  We also love 
to hear about the terrific service and loyalty they have toward our 
in-market local distributors.  The more than 500 customers who 
attended Bellissimo’s “Customer Appreciation” reception on 
Tuesday evening showed once again that it was THE PLACE TO 
BE in Las Vegas.  If  you were there, we thank you for your loyalty 
to Bellissimo products. If  you missed it, we hope to see you next 
year!

Pizza Expo 2018 - CONT.

ITEM SPOTLIGHT

Bellissimo Crispy Flyers are the perfect wing for any restau-
rant application.  Our fully cooked wing prepares in minutes, 
and the marinated crunchy breading will add the taste and 
texture that your customers expect from a wing.  These wings 
make an excellent appetizer, party plate or entree items, just 
don't forget the blue cheese or ranch.    

The Bellissimo Crispy Fliers can be cooked in a deep fryer, 
convection, or conventional oven, perfect for any event!  
Contact your local distributor for availability and pricing!

BELLISSIMO CRISPY FLIERS - Item #16929



Sy Ginsberg Deli Meats
Anyone who has stepped foot inside an authentic delica-
tessen knows it is about history, tradition and uncompro-
mising dedication and, well, meat.

Sy wants customers to have an authentic deli experience.
He spent eight months perfecting his corned beef recipe
and the rest, as they say, is history.

FC Corned Beef Brisket (#252603  3 / 9-12 lb avg)
Each piece is hand trimmed and perfectly seasoned with

Sy’s own special pickling cure recipe to create the
signature flavor of Sy Ginsberg Corned Beef.

FC Corned Beef Flat Round (#252602  2 / 4-6 lb avg)
Sy’s own pickling cure recipe.  Pre-cooked cuts.
Vacuum packed to ensure flavor and moistness

Navel Pastrami (#252614     2 / 5 lb)
A well-marbled delicacy! If you're not afraid of
some fat (which is where the flavor is, anyway),

you'll love this pastrami!



www.delcofoods.com

Comments, Questions &
Suggestions

Please contact us toll free at 800.536.1234, locally at
317.876.1951, or visit us online at www.delcofoods.com.
We truly value your opinion.

4850 West 78th Street . Indianapolis, IN 46268

www.delcofoods.com

Calzones – A Brief History
According to Waverly Root, in his Foods of Italy (1971),
calzoni, like pizza, originated in Naples. Translated to
"pant leg" or "trouser," the calzone's original purpose
was to serve as a "walk around pizza" that could be
carried out and eaten without utensils, while the damp-
in-the-middle pies made in the same pizzerias had to be
eaten on the premises with a knife and fork.

Fun Fact: In 2014 Guinness World Records awarded
the designation of the world’s largest calzone to a pizzeria
in Indiana.  It weighed in at a whopping 212 lbs, 7 oz.
and contained cheese, pepperoni and sauce.

It sounds like a cliché to say a
person wears many hats, but in
the case of Delco Sales
Representative, Cheryl Blessing,
it is an accurate description.  She
has been the owner of a small
bakery, a membership manager
at a gym (she still teaches
functional fitness classes) and
had eight years of food sales
experience with a broadline

distributor before joining the Delco team nearly two years
ago.  In that short time period, Cheryl has made an impact
with her customers in the Indianapolis area.  Cheryl’s
former Inside Sales Rep (now Delco Sales Rep), Austin
Hendrickson explains, “Cheryl was great to work with
as her inside rep, you could really tell how much she
cared about her customers and how committed she was
to them.”  Cheryl’s interest in her customers’ success
and her enthusiasm doing so are the main sentiments her
co-workers use to describe her.  Business Manager, Tim
Walker, says, “Cheryl works hard to take care of her
customers’ needs and find solutions that will help them
succeed.”   Sales Representative, John Groves, agrees,
“Cheryl is a delight to work with.  She has lots of energy
and her work ethic is infectious.”

It should come as no surprise that Cheryl’s favorite part
of her job is working hard for her customers.  “The best
part is that there is always something going on and I
love being able to help a local business serve the best
product possible to their customers,” she explains.

When Cheryl is not coming up with solutions for her
clients, she is focused on her family.  She and her husband,
Travis, have been married 17 years this summer and they
have a daughter, Alyson (17) and son, Bryce (13).
Cheryl’s interests are as varied as her work experiences.
She loves to travel – especially to the ocean, cooking
for friends and family, and teaching her fitness classes.
She has also run a marathon and completed a triathlon!
Although Cheryl grew up in Massachusetts, she is a huge
Purdue and Cubs fan.

Cheryl’s spirit and enthusiasm for her customers make
her an excellent member of the Delco Foods family.

Cheryl’s Outlook:

“I focus on being positive each day
and give God thanks for it all.”

Employee Spotlight
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